Free Access for 60 Days | The Virtual
Robotics Toolkit

Thanks for your interest in the Virtual Robotics Toolkit! Follow the instructions
below to learn how to download and enjoy your complimentary VRT license for
60 days.
1. Click the "Download" button
2. Choose your operating system (Windows or Mac)
The software should begin to download automatically
3. Go through the installation process
4. Enter the activation code: 4306-4957-9452-5477
5. Enjoy 60 complimentary days of the Virtual Robotics Toolkit!

Download

Starting from Scratch - A Beginner's Guide to
the Virtual Robotics Toolkit
Take a visit to our blog and learn about everything you need to know to get
started as a beginner with the Virtual Robotics Toolkit, including:

How to customize the user interface
How to open a new project
And More!

Visit Now

Course Content - RobotsGotTalents,
IdeasGym
RobotsGotTalents
STEM HERO course
Free online access
To help you begin your STEM journey, RobotsGotTalents is also offering
complimentary access, to their own online robotics course, STEM HERO! This
course will teach you the concepts of robotics and coding using Virtual Robotics
Toolkit. Access it by clicking the button below.

Access Course

IdeasGym
Ideasgym is a leader in the educational technology space that teaches students
STEM principles using online/mobile learning, as well as face-to-face sessions.
Their "LEGO Robots Online Training Using VRT” course, which won second
place in the DigiEduHackEspoo challenge led by United Nations Innovation
Labs, is on sale now! Here's what you get:

1 month instructor-led course (Includes technical and educational
support)
$5 USD (Was: $25 USD) - Free for teachers (schools)
Available to all countries
To claim: Email marwa@ideasgym.com

Learn More

Learning Guides
Click on any of these three guides to learn more about our software!

Beginner's Tip - The Learning Environment
The Learning Environment window launches automatically when you start the
Virtual Robotics Toolkit - it's in the top right corner of the screen! However, to
begin using our software, you don't need to use this window. The Learning
Environment is for customers who have purchased a course from one of our
partners, like IdeasGym!
Here's a tip - use VRT with a two-window display by hiding the Learning
Environment window. Just move your mouse to the top of your screen to reveal
the Simple Toolbar, then click on the two-window button (pictured)!

Other Resources
Online tutorials on the Virtual Robotics Toolkit website
Our YouTube tutorials
Our blog

Need Some Extra Help?

Contact support@cogmation.com to receive personalized assistance with
starting your STEM journey with the Virtual Robotics Toolkit!

